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Abstract: The Liangshan region of Sichuan Province is the largest concentration of the Yi ethnic minority in the country, the poorest ethnic minority region, and one of the main battlefields in Sichuan's war against poverty. In order to win the battle against poverty and achieve rural revitalisation, the Sichuan Provincial Party Committee and Provincial Government have put forward the "Yi New Village" project, which focuses on the construction of new houses with ethnic characteristics and the promotion of a new civilised and healthy life. The construction of Yi Family New Village has improved the living conditions of the Yi people, changed the infrastructure of the Yi area, promoted the economic development of the Yi area, and enabled the Yi people to lead a happy life. However, there are also many problems in the construction of new Yi settlements, this paper discusses the issue of updating and protecting the typical dwellings of the Yi ethnic group called "tile-board houses" in the context of "clothing, food, housing and transport". This paper discusses the problems of renewing and protecting the typical dwellings of the Yi ethnic group called "tiled houses", and then proposes corresponding countermeasures.
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1. Introduction

In February 2018, General Secretary Xi Jinping went deep into the hinterland of Daliang Mountain to investigate the fight against poverty, and he stressed that fighting the war against poverty is one of the three major battles put forward by the 19th CPC National Congress, which is of great significance to building a moderately prosperous society in all aspects as scheduled and realising the Party's first hundred-year goal; we should be aware of and grasp the arduousness of the tasks facing us in winning the war against poverty, and be aware of and grasp the salient problems in practice and the urgency to solve them, so as not to relax, not to stop, not to slacken off, and to improve the quality of the poverty eradication process, focusing on the impoverished regions, and to take the war against poverty forward in a solid and practical way[1].

The Liangshan region of Sichuan Province is the largest Yi ethnic minority area in the country, the poorest ethnic minority area, and one of the main battlefields of Sichuan's war against poverty[2]. The Sichuan Provincial Party Committee and Provincial Government have formulated the "Ten Poverty Alleviation Projects in the Liangshan Yi Region"[3] as a general plan to win the battle against poverty and to build the infrastructure for rural revitalisation, thereby realising the revitalisation of the countryside. Among them, the Yi Family New Village project is in the first place. Since the "three houses" transformation from the Yi family new village in 2010 after the pilot, 2011 full implementation of the construction. 2016, Liangshan Yi family new village construction invested nearly 5.55 billion yuan of financial special funds for poverty alleviation at all levels of the province, state, county, Yi area 10 counties to implement projects covering 1048 villages, 65,524 households, directly benefiting More than 300,000 people have been documented as poor, and more than 1.01 million farmers, including non-poor people, have shared roads and other public welfare projects in their villages.

The construction of Yi family new villages is directly related to the personal interests of thousands of households, and directly related to the poverty alleviation and leapfrog development of the Yi region. Nowadays, the Yi family new village has been like a spring like in Liangshan, a new Yi village and the blue sky and white clouds reflect each other, the new village spacious village roads interlaced connected, clean and tidy residential villagers smile, the villagers said goodbye to the stereotypes of the past, began a new healthy and civilised life in the Yi region (Figure 1). However, there are also many problems in the construction of Yi new villages, this paper discusses the issue of renewal and protection of typical Yi dwellings "tile-board houses" in the "clothing, food, housing and transport" of "living", and then This paper discusses the problems of renewing and protecting the typical dwellings of the Yi ethnic group called "tiled houses", and then proposes corresponding countermeasures.

Figure 1. The Beautiful Yi Family New Village

2. Conceptual Definition

2.1. Temporary housing built with tiles

There are no lofty and majestic temples, shrines and tombs in Yi architecture, and what expresses its architectural craftsmanship is the unique style of residential houses - tile-panelled houses (Figure 2). Liangshan's architectural
dwellings are very subtle, can be said to be unique, mainly in the following aspects [4]: First, where the Yi craftsmen, no drawings before repairing the house, all based on experience and the master's family requirements to build the house; second, the beams and a variety of through the square, the arch and other decorations are assembled on the ground after the choice of auspicious days in a day on the whole on the column; third, the entire house composition is all through the square, the arch, do not use a nail, and do not use a bit of adhesive; fourth, the decorations of the tiled house, the tiled house is unique. Fourth, the decoration is exquisite, most of the eaves are hanging cow horns and wall partition patterns, which looks very beautiful. The eaves of the tile-board house under the pendant columns and partitions are also carved with a variety of patterns to show that the evil spirits, wall partitions with inlaid strips and mounted board mortise and tenon set.

Monolithic tiled houses are usually single-storey buildings of "one character" type, supported by a unique "product frame" structure [5], forming a large volume of architectural space, with a two-storey attic in the interior part, and an open space in the centre, usually the hall. The Yi people are still left-winged, and the fire pit is placed on the left side of the hall, the main bedroom space is arranged next to the fire pit, and the right side of the hall is the storage space. Wooden boards were used as tiles to cover the roof, and gravel was used to prevent the roof from being blown away by the wind. The "herringbone" shape of the roof was interlaced to form a ridge with light slits, which was the most characteristic feature of the tiled houses [6]. The light yellow wood and yellow earth rammed walls blend perfectly with the local environment. The diasporic tile-panelled house settlement is inlaid with green irregular fields between the built-up areas, constituting a green backdrop for the settlement, with a flexible field layout, usually planted with vegetables.

![Figure 2. Tile boarding house structure plan](image)

2.2. New Yi family village

The Yi New Village is a poverty-alleviation project featuring new rural construction in the large and small Liangshan Yi settlements. As the name suggests, the Yi family new village is the construction of new homes for the Yi people, mainly through the construction of demonstration sites, in the poverty-stricken Yi settlement villages to focus on new construction or to build new homes with national characteristics, and advocate a new civilised and healthy life in a way that radiates to the surrounding ideas for poverty alleviation and assistance [7]. The construction of new villages for the Yi families is a systematic project, and poverty alleviation and development, with the construction of new villages for the Yi families as its content, is a model for the Party and the State to carry out poverty alleviation work in ethnic minority areas, as well as for the construction of new rural areas in ethnic minority areas. Poverty alleviation in the Yi ethnic minority areas of the Greater and Lesser Liangshan Mountains, through the efforts made during the 10th and 11th Five-Year Plan periods, has brought about changes in the outlook of many villages in the Yi ethnic minority areas. The construction of new villages of Yi nationality has improved the living conditions and infrastructure of the Yi people, promoted the economic development of the Yi region, and enabled the Yi people to lead a happy life [8]. In the past, the old dilapidated houses and dirty and poor old environment are now changing into a new look. Party committees and governments at all levels in Lianshan Yi area closely focus on the main theme of "enriching and benefiting the people, improving people's livelihoods", and strive to implement the "three-house" renovation, new village construction, migrant poverty alleviation and other projects, which have greatly changed the Yi area's poor living environment, poor living conditions, and poor transport conditions. The backwardness of the Yi area has been greatly changed by the poor living environment, poor living conditions and poor traffic conditions. Nowadays, the highway has led to large and small Yi villages, the people's houses are bright and spacious, the public welfare facilities in the villages are complete, the environment is more beautiful, and the appearance of the villages is more neat and tidy [9]. Many Yi villages show a new style of "green mountains and green water from afar, beautiful villages close by, neat and hygienic villages, orderly houses".


3.1. Old residential building materials are old

Most of the residential buildings in Liangshan were repaired before 70 years ago, and the timber was not properly treated against moisture during the pre-construction period, and the wooden structures in the buildings have been mouldy and rotting (Fig. 3), which is a hidden danger, and at the same time, due to the economic backwardness of the mountainous regions and the lack of knowledge about seismic protection and disaster prevention, the current existing buildings are all suffering from seismic deficiencies.

![Figure 3. Building materials for tiled roofs](image)

3.2. A large number of empty rooms in the new Yi Family Village

Xiaoliangshan in the housing construction planning to Yi cultural characteristics as the basis for the construction, taking into account the protection of its unique ethnic culture, in the area of the basic to meet the basic needs of residents, but part
of the unified planning of self-built housing design inconsistency leads to the appearance and quality is difficult to guarantee, while for residents living in the high mountains in accordance with the unified design pattern of the construction of the construction of a new house is difficult to be built, which a series of problems lead to the existence of a large number of Yi family new villa This series of problems has led to the existence of a large number of empty houses in the new villages of the Yi family. Scholars Song Yucheng and Yang Xiaochuan pointed out in "Analysis of the Construction Effectiveness and Problems of "Yi Family New Village" in Xiaoliangshan Region" [10] that according to the survey data, 41% of the residents think that the household structure of the Yi Family New Village is poor and the construction of the house is imperfect, and 30% of the residents think that the houses are poor in ventilation, lighting and moisture-proofing, and it is difficult to guarantee the quality of the houses constructed according to the unified construction design pattern. The houses constructed under unified planning have problems such as poor quality assurance and leakage in rainy days. Meanwhile, in the construction of new villages, these villages are planned in accordance with urban neighbourhoods, which looks neat and tidy but has destroyed the places for people to socialise and changed people's traditional way of life. The new building technology and new materials used in the construction of new villages have sidelined the original Yi architectural methods, and the architectural crafts with local Yi characteristics are gradually being lost and dying out, which is not conducive to the inheritance and development of the national architectural culture [11].

4. Causes of Problems with Tiled Rooms in the Construction of New Yi Family Village (Yijiaxinzhai)

4.1. Rough planning for Yi Jia Xin Zhai

In the construction of the new Yi family village, there are cadres and masses of the project's knowledge and understanding is not in place, the enthusiasm of the masses to participate in the construction of the project has not been fully mobilised [12]. In the process of construction of new cottage, too much attention is paid to the "quantity" of the construction, and the planning and design of the style shaping and theme highlighting are not reasonable, and the construction of houses, no matter whether it is in-situ repair or unified construction, is to ask for a unified housing structure, without considering the regional characteristics and the actual needs of the residents, and lack of individuality. The decoration style and house layout of each cottage construction are the same, reflecting the local characteristics of the elements into the insufficient, in some details of the processing is not fine enough, resulting in the Yi family new cottage is not fully combined with the local natural environment, part of the village is not enough to highlight the theme after the completion of the cottage, the characteristics of the village is not distinctive [13]. The construction of houses does not take into account the ideas of the residents, and they cannot meet the needs of the residents in terms of living, which in turn leads to the emergence of empty houses.

4.2. Low quality of construction subjects

(1) Poor living habits. The ecological livability of the Yi Family New Village is closely related to the functional upgrading of rural infrastructure. Poor traditional cooking and hygiene habits, such as villagers still burning wood for cooking, not flushing toilets, not changing clothes, littering, etc., have caused conflicts with the original residents of the resettlement site from time to time, and some villagers have expressed dissatisfaction. Farmers generally lack of environmental awareness, that the pressure of electricity is too much, the fire pit burning wood for cooking is convenient and cost-effective, can save electricity, although the price of electricity is lower than the city price, but still expressed dissatisfaction [14].

(2) Ideological backwardness. In Liangshan Yi area, due to the backwardness of the ideological concepts, in promoting the construction of new villages in Yi family, by the influence of local protectionist ideas, a small number of farmers in the ideological profit-oriented, not enterprising, specifically manifested in the government to put forward unreasonable requirements, sitting and waiting for the government's poverty alleviation policy, unwilling to let the professional construction team to enter the construction site, do not cooperate with the government in the acquisition of land, demolition and relocation of the work, or even to make profit from it, the emergence of a crowd of people to create a riot and block the project. and other irrational behaviours [15]. These bad behaviours are characterized by local protectionism, which increases the difficulty of government coordination and hinders the smooth progress of the construction work.

4.3. The rate of the building grant is too low

For the construction of new Yi family houses, the average construction cost per household is around 70,000 yuan, and based on the standard 20,000 yuan subsidy for new households, farmers need to raise at least 45,000 yuan to 50,000 yuan of their own funds, after deducting some of the sand, gravel and timber provided by the farmers themselves. In addition, most of the villages in the Yi ethnic area are remote, with high hills and steep slopes, dispersed dwellings, and the cost of secondary handling of materials accounts for about 20 per cent of the total investment in housing construction, making the cost of housing construction high. Some farming households in the Yi region have extremely weak family foundations, which, coupled with the high threshold for loans, puts pressure on self-financing.

5. Improvement Measures

5.1. Rational planning

First of all, in the design of the village, it must be in line with the local geomorphological features, and the design should try to let the texture of the village be preserved [16]. Each family leaves a certain amount of land in front of the door, but also for the villagers to leave some space for socialising and interaction, such as the central field dam and threshing floor, especially some buildings with original features of the village, such as water mills, etc., and it is necessary to appropriately plant green plants suitable for the local climate in the village, so as to make the village have a certain effect of greening. Secondly, if the village is rebuilt or reconstructed on the original site, it is necessary to listen to the opinions of the original inhabitants during the design process, and reasonably adopt the requirements for alteration or reconstruction put forward by the original inhabitants. In the process of reconstruction and rebuilding, the villagers'
living habits should not be violated, and no reconstruction measures should be taken against their wishes. Finally, in the repair of the village, if modern measures are to be introduced, these modern measures must not violate the layout and shape of the original village, to ensure that under the premise of not violating the architectural culture of the original village, and then carry out modernisation [17]. Designers can drive the development of the village through the construction of primitive village tourism projects, and to promote and protect the architectural characteristics of the village [18].

5.2. Changing villagers' attitudes

The key to poverty alleviation and development is poverty alleviation of the mind. The first and foremost task of doing a good job of economic and social development is to do a good job of cultural construction and cultural inheritance and development [19]. Taking comprehensive poverty alleviation and development and new rural construction as an entry point, the campaign for a new healthy and civilised life should be actively carried out to advocate and develop a modern and civilised way of life. While promoting material construction, equal attention should be paid to the construction of science and technology and culture to do a good job of poverty alleviation [20]. Combined with the reality of the construction of new rural areas in ethnic areas, not only to improve the construction of new Yi family houses, but also to pay more attention to the important position of science and technology and cultural construction, only to emancipate the mind, innovation and development, in order to get rid of poverty and become rich from the root, so as to independently participate in the construction of the new rural areas and the construction of socialist modernisation.

5.3. Improved management of funds

The large funding gap is a major problem in the construction of Yi family new villages. The funds invested by government departments are mainly used for housing construction, public places, roads in the village, infrastructure, education, industrial development, etc. However, the investment of funds is limited after all, and in the construction, a good and reasonable fund allocation programme will further reduce the construction cost, enhance the construction efficiency, and avoid the problems of duplicated construction and wastage of resources [21].

The construction of Yi new villages is mainly to help Yi people improve their living environment, improve their quality of life and promote local economic development. It is necessary to encourage the Yi people to start their own business and employment in the township and get rid of poverty on their own, instead of relying on the government's poverty relief subsidies. Government departments can increase the subsidies for Yi people to return to their hometowns for entrepreneurship and employment to encourage and guide Yi people to escape poverty on their own [22]. By providing certain vocational skills training for Yi people, the comprehensive ability of individual employment can be improved [23].

5.4. Tiled roofs updated to retain ethnic character

The protection and renewal of tiled houses should firstly be combined with the architectural and cultural characteristics of ethnic minorities. The spiritual beliefs and cultural practices of the Yi people have determined that their buildings are different from Han dwellings in terms of layout and façade decoration. Although the Yi people like to use colours boldly and unrestrainedly in their costumes and paintings, for example, they use vivid red, yellow and blue for painting decorations, but in architecture, they are still relatively cautious about the use of colours, and the vivid paintings usually only appear under the eaves as embellishments [24]. Secondly, the materials should be locally sourced, locally sourced materials can reduce the transport cost of the materials, effectively reduce the tail gas pollution caused by transport, and protect the mountain environment. Finally, it is necessary to reasonably select the structural materials, the building structure is the skeleton of the building, is the force components, should meet the use of the building function and modelling. The stability of the building structure directly affects the safety and service life of the building [25].

6. Conclusion

As the highest form of traditional dwellings of the Yi people in Liangshan, the uniqueness of the tiled houses lies in the superb "wearing bucket" technique and the indoor and outdoor carvings and decorations of the rich ethnic style, which is not only a display of craftsmanship, but also a complex of ethnic customs. The construction of Yi Family New Village has invested a large amount of money to improve the living environment of the Yi ethnic group as a starting point, and has achieved good results, but in the implementation of its policies, there are still villagers dissatisfied with the phenomenon of empty rooms. In order to solve the above problems and promote the better protection and development of the tiled houses, this paper puts forward four strategies, which are: firstly, reasonable planning, and retaining the village texture as much as possible in the design; secondly, changing the ideological concepts and doing a good job in poverty alleviation; thirdly, improving the management of funds and reasonable distribution; and fourthly, updating the tiled houses to retain the ethnic characteristics. In addition, the Yi region should also seize the policy opportunities, inherit the Yi culture and customs, and explore a new path for the development of the characteristics of the traditional ethnic villages in the gradually disappearing traditional villages.
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